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Focused (Series 2)

7 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Boat Trip, First Descent Mission

We follow the extreme thrill-seekers who throw a helicopter on a 110ft boat, and take it into the
unexplored mountains of the British Columbia coast. It’s a mountain skier’s dream, skiing places
that few people have ever set foot. Follow this unique journey of skiing the unexplored remote
wild.

2. The BC Heli Chase, Part I

Ingrid Backstrom, Hugo Harrisson and Eric Hjorleifson chase the snow to Tulsequah, BC. In
search of first descents, their epic journey takes us over the magnificent Juneau Ice Cap to a
glacier, where the skiers will call an abandoned mining camp, home.

3. The BC Heli Chase, Part II

Continuing their search for first descents, Ingrid, Hugo, and Eric, pack their bags and leave
Tulsequah, BC for Mica Heli Guides, in interior BC to a lodge only accessible by helicopter. Some
of the most spectacular mountains in the world lie here.

4. Bike in Bolivia

The Kona Freeride mountain bike team travels down to Bolivia, South America to explore what the
Andes has to offer. The team explores Bolivia to search out the uniqueness of this far off, exotic
destination for mountain bikers.

5. Southern Utah, the Freeride Mecca

Follow the world’s best mountain biking talent through some of the best desert vistas in Southern
Utah where a new style of downhill mountain bike riding has been created. The soft sand of the
southwest invites huge cliff drops and incredible wipeouts.

6. Urban Assault Trip: Euro Rail
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Urban mountain bikers Aaron Chase and Jeff Lenosky travel Europe to test their incredible riding
skills in some of the best old world cities. They take trials to the next level as they jib off everything
from walls to fountains.

7. Kayak the Zambezi, Africa

Victoria Falls and the mighty Zambezi have long been considered a Mecca in the kayaking world.
South African kayaker Steve Fisher, who grew up on the Zambezi, will attempt to run a part of the
rapids that has never been run, right under Victoria Falls.


